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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have been working at the University of  Wyoming as a science reference librarian and have collection development duties in engineering and the physical sciences since .  I have gradually developed a working relationship with engineering faculty especially those that teach the introduction to engineering classes.  As the engineering librarian I have worked closely with Dr. Dolan & Dr. Edger two faculty who coordinate the freshman engineering studies classes.  I will discuss our cooperative effort to combine a freshman reading program with the information literacy component of a university studies class.  One change that occurred from the inclusion of a freshman reading program was students were no longer able to chose their own topics for research papers.  Faculty created questions and students their from the created question set.  I will discuss how this change has pushed us to develop a study to look at the information literacy component from a number of angles including evaluating incoming information literacy through our online tutorial to an exit quiz to assess what they learned. I will briefly discuss where we are going this fall and hope that this presentation will generate ideas for this and future studies. 



University Studies Program
• 9 core components

• 5 imbedded components

ES 1000 – Orientation to Engineering Study
• I Intellectual Community (core)
• L Information Literacy (imbedded)
• O Oral Communication (introduction)
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Presentation Notes
This statement is provided by University Studies program at the University of Wyoming : The University Studies Program requires students to develop skills necessary for full participation in a technologically complicated world.  These include the ability to express oneself in speech and writing, to locate evaluate and effectively use information, and to examine problems from quantitative, qualitative, and scientific perspectives.  University Studies encourages students to become active citizens in a diverse democracy. The program The University studies program consists of 9 core components and 5 imbedded components.  There are restrictions for how many core and embedded components can be included in any one course.



ES 1000 Course Components

• Freshman Reading Program - I
• Information Literacy - L
• Introduction to University Life - I
• Introduction to Engineering - I
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ES 1000 Orientation to Engineering Study is the College of Engineering’s I course for freshman students.   This class introduces freshman to college life and the engineering profession.The course for engineering freshman in the fall of 2005 introduced freshman to four fundamental components designed around a freshman reading program.  The freshman reading program was incorporated into the information literacy component by creating assignments tied to the book. Other parts include the introduction to university life and introduction to engineering.  Intro to University & engineering cover what engineers do and how to survive on campus.  Students learn about the different fields of engineering by attending conferences and workshops and listening to engineers discuss their fields.  University life is covered by attendance of seminars on note taking, test taking and other information available to students intended to help them excel as students.  They can also take advantage by attending music recitals, sports events and other student/faculty activities. The chemistry department has Chemistry Community which is available to chemistry majors only. This developed after other department’s students took it to fulfill their literacy component. Chemistry did not like the evaluations from the non chemistry majors, they did not like to write about chemistry



ES 1000 Orientation to Engineering

• 13 Sections
• 15 sessions (1 credit hour)

• 20-22 students per section
• Taught by faculty instructors and peer assistants
• Satisfies I and L and introduces O components
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The fall classes of orientation to engineering vary in size from 15 to 22 students. Classes are taught by senior faculty and peer assistants. The classes now run through half of the semester or 15 sessions.  Students are expected to attend three events outside the scheduled hours one of which is a library presentation.  The course is weighted evenly between the university life, engineering and problem solving and the literacy component.The class satisfies the core I requirement and the embedded L requirement.  And students get to present material as a group which partially covers the Oral presentation requirement.  Engineering has incorporated the O requirement throughout the engineering program and their students do not have to take a O core class outside of engineering.



University Studies – L requirement
Students should demonstrate the ability to:
1. Formulate a research question.
2. Understand how to use information databases.
3. Use the UW catalog.
4. Discriminate between primary and secondary sources. 

http://uwadmnweb.uwyo.edu/unst/Criteria_Review_Sheets/L.doc
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Presentation Notes
The L requirement as set by the university studies committee. Information Literacy entails developing the skills and abilities essential for adult learning.  It transcends disciplines, learning environments, and levels of education. Courses in Information Literacy teach students about general information as well as information that is specific to a given discipline. Such courses help students to effectively use library resources, evaluate information, and apply their knowledge to research assignments. Students should demonstrate the ability to:1.  Formulate a research question.2.  Understand the use of an information database (this includes bibliographies, full text databases, e-texts, online exhibits, statistical datasets, and virtual images).3.  Use the UW catalog to locate materials. (this includes inter-library loan, holds, recalls, and reserves as well as UW online resources, e-mail and off-campus access).4.  Use a general article index.



University Studies – L requirement
5. Discriminate between popular and scholarly 

sources. 
6. Evaluate web sites and the differences between 

web based search engines.
7. Avoid plagiarism.
8. Know how to cite material.
9. Pass the TIP (Tutorial for Information Power) with a 

minimum score of 70.

http://uwadmnweb.uwyo.edu/unst/Criteria_Review_Sheets/L.doc
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5. Discriminate between primary and secondary sources and popular and scholarly sources.6.  Evaluate web sites, know the difference between a search engine and a directory, and use both to fulfill information needs.7.  Avoid plagiarism.8.  Use accepted citation styles for both printed and online sources.9.  Pass the library information tutorial exam (TIP) tutorial for info power with a minimum score of 70.



Literacy component of ES 1000 

Pass the TIP Quiz (70% or better)
Develop a Research question
• Prepare a 3-5 page paper to answer the question
• Use minimum of 3 references
• Prepare a 3-5 page assessment of source
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Presentation Notes
In ES 1000 the literacy component comprised of taking and passing TIP.Developing a research question (before UW Read)Writing a report on a subject or in the case of the new UW Read program write the report on one of the discussion questions.Students were required to use databases to find a variety of articles and to evaluate the articles.



Longitude – UW Read 2005

• Freshman Reading Program. 

• WHERE WILL IT LEAD YOU?
Longitude is a key element of 

navigation, mapmaking and surveying.
• Design Challenge 
• Class Discussion – I activity
• L activities
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Fall of 2005 marked the first year that the UW decided to incorporate a reading program into the freshman university studies classes.  The choice of the book was Dava Sobel’s Longitude.  Dr. Dolan was on the committee and was a big backer of incorporating the book into the ES 1000 class.  This was not mandatory and some departments and colleges chose not to include it in their freshman I classes. Chemistry and biology are two examples that I know of).



GPS Scavenger Hunt

• Locate the Science Library 
• Locate the title of a book from the call number.

• Catalog
• Physical location
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The library location was in a court yard above the science library (the science library is located in the basement between the biological sciences & physical sciences buildings.  Students were given a slip of paper with a call number on it when they reached the correct point using GPS.  They then entered the building and located the book.  Most of the students took the easy way and used the catalog while others physically located the book by looking in the stacks.



University of Wyoming Libraries

• Separate science library
• TIP Tutorial 
• http://www-lib.uwyo.edu/
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The UW libraries include one main library and a number of branch libraries. For engineering the two branch libraries that student will use are geology library and the Science library. Of course as of this year we do not have a science library as it is being converted to storage. Students can take the tutorial from anywhere on campus by accessing the tutorial from the libraries home page.



TIP - Tutorial for Info Power

http://tip.uwyo.edu/categories.html
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This is an image of the tutorials first page and the link to the site.



Five Modules and Quiz

• Investigating
• Searching
• Locating
• Evaluating
• Utilizing
• Quiz

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tutorial includes five modules and the quiz.  InvestigatingSearchingLocatingEvaluatingUtilizingStudents do not have to complete the tutorial before taking the quiz. 



TIP – Quiz Login

https://secure.uwlib.uwyo.edu/quiz/
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This is what the quiz login page looks like.  Anyone can take it as a guest.  The quiz the students takes includes 33 questions drawn from a pool of 55.  Once a student has started the quiz he or she must finish it.  If they stop before they finish they will have to start over from the beginning.  Students can take the quiz again if they do not get the required 70% by contacting the quiz coordinator and asking to clear the score for them.  This created a bit of a problem for us when we decided to look at engineering student scores on TIP, we did not know students were able to retake the test any number of times.



Example of a TIP Quiz question

1. Citations are important in a research paper 
because

● they show how many sources you cited and thus, 
how much work went into the paper 

● they are a way to increase the page length of the 
paper

● they assist others in finding your sources if they 
want to see the entire work themselves 

● all of the above 
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Here is one example of a question from the quiz.  See handout for others.  



Results - TIP Scores

Fall  Semester 2005
Number of 

students
Average 

score

Total TIP 1472 84

Freshman 745 81

Freshman Engineering 199 81

Undeclared 88 80

Sophomore Engineering 28 86

TIP Quiz 91% completion rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Evaluation of the scores using t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances rejected the hypothesis that undeclared freshman students would fare more poorly on the quiz than declared freshman.  In the case of sophomore students taking the quiz compared to freshman the t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Equal Variances supported the hypothesis that sophomores would have better scores than the freshman.  One reason for this may be that by their sophomore year engineering students would have more experience using the library. 



TIP Quiz Question Results

• Indicate that copyright is still not understood.
• Students still do not understand database 

searching.
• Which set of call numbers is in the correct order? 

64% responded incorrectly
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There are problems with the quiz not in the least of which is that we do not have control over how many times a student can take it to get the 70% needed to pass the quiz and therefore the class.  Some of the questions have a high percentage of incorrect responses.  Is this a problem with the question or is it a result of an unclear section in the tutorial.  One example of this can be found in the question on call number order 64% incorrect.   54% responded  incorrectly to the question asking “when does a copyright violation occur ?”



Questions & TIP questioned

• Is there a problem with the tutorial?
• Is there a problem with the questions themselves?

• TIP is in revision again based on these results and 
comments from library faculty.
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Again what is the problem with TIP?



Library Presentation - optional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This leads into the science library presentation.  Not mandatory by all faculty but many faculty did tell their students to attend.  



The Assignment - again
now the students are ready to …

• 3-5 page research paper 
• 3-5 assessment paper

2003 – 2004 student initiated research
2005 – faculty generated questions



Student initiated questions
A brief look

I want to find information on the new Hemi engine 
design.

I am looking at writing a paper about the longest 
suspension bridge in the world.
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The students now have basic information literacy behind them if they take the tutorial before they begin work on their research papers.  They now have the opportunity to take attend a workshop that I held in the Science Library.  In previous versions of the class students were able to take on topics of their choice with the approval of the instructor.  Students did not approach the desk to often for help on their topics unless something was seriously wrong.  Many times students were looking for material that was in the patent realm or overly general in nature.  We spent more time in helping them figure out a topic than searching for the information.



Reference Questions

• Student questions were not always clear
• Often came to the desk looking for Patented 

information
• Questions focused on a specific engineering 

problems 
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Presentation Notes
Other reference librarians were able to help answer the questions because we know the questions before hand.



The 1714 Longitude Act was a 
successful “Design Competition.”  
Identify a modern successful design 
competition and compare it to the 
trials described in Longitude.

Example of a Faculty generated question

Presenter
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Seconded question



Results – WWW key points 

• Students selected appropriate web material
• Evaluations indicated there was some confusion 

about Wikipedia 
• Used a combination of domain sites

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the sessions the students get down to work and start researching.  In looking over material from Fall semester (



Results – Research Papers

• Many of the papers lacked references
• Journals citations were limited
• Web sites were the most common references



Student Evaluations 

ES 1000 class evaluations – L component

Information Literacy Presentation was beneficial
Research paper was beneficial
The Library tutorial was beneficial
Attendance of the library workshop was beneficial

Presenter
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�The College of Engineering provides students with evaluation forms for the ES 100 class.  The College of engineering uses Likert scale for measuring student satisfaction with the class.  They included some questions on the literacy component.  Scores indicated that students were generally favorable to undecided on all the questions with the research paper closer to undecided than the others. 



The Future
Fall 2006 ES 1000 Study

Power groups – 2 sections of 20 students
• TIP Quiz pretest
• TIP Quiz – taken at the end of the semester
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Students in power groups take classes together as a group.  They take calculus, Intro to engineering and Introduction to Engineering Problem Solving together.  These students are good students and have good grade points and test scores. 



Future Plans – continued

Tasks will include
• Reference and web site evaluations
• Faculty generated questions vs. student initiated 

questions.
• Writing assignment

• Assessment by librarian, engineering faculty and writing center 
personnel

Presenter
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Information literacy in context?



Other Ideas

• Can we incorporate Information literacy into upper 
level classes?

• Do we need to create a TIP for the sciences and 
engineering? 

• What information skills do graduating engineers 
need?

Presenter
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Information literacy in context?



Blink – M. Gladwell

• Choice for 2006

• "Blink" is a book about what 
Gladwell calls "rapid 
cognition -- the decisions we 
make in the blink of an eye."
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"Blink" is a book about what Gladwell calls "rapid cognition -- the decisions we make in the blink of an eye." Whether it's meeting someone for the first time, making a simple decision or reading the first two sentences of a book, your mind "takes about two seconds to jump to a series of conclusions," says Gladwell. The book uses examples from several disciplines to show the power and perils of rapid cognition. 



Links

UW University Studies
http://uwadmnweb.uwyo.edu/unst/USP_2003.htm

UW Read
http://uwread.uwyo.edu/

TIP
http://tip.uwyo.edu/categories.html

TIP Quiz
https://secure.uwlib.uwyo.edu/quiz/
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